
MONOBLOCKS
HX800.1D/HX1200.1D/HX1600.1D

HEX SERIESHEX SERIES



1200 W RMS 1600 W RMS800 W RMS

800 W RMS 1200 W RMS 1600 W RMS
560 W RMS  870 W RMS 1050 W RMS
340 W RMS  540 W RMS 700 W RMS

Anodized Extruded Aluminum Heat Sink Provides Superior Thermal Performance

4-Layer PCB Board with Balanced Differential Inputs

Full Range Class D IR Chipset

“SNAP” Capacitors used Throughout the Circuit

Audiophile Grade High Tolerance Components

Spring Steel FET Clips Provide a Cleaner Board Design

Illuminated Logo / Fully Concealed Mounting

Output Clip Indicators for Precise Set Up

Fine Tuned Fully Variable Crossovers and Phase Control

Top Mounted Controls for Convenient Amplifier Adjustment

HX800.1D HX1200.1D HX1600.1D



9.9” x 7.67” x 2” 14.25” x 7.67” x 2” 15.8” x 7.67” x 2”

252 x 195 x 51.5                           363 x 195 x 51.5 402 x 195 x 51.5

10Hz-300Hz10Hz-300Hz10Hz-300Hz

30Hz-300Hz 30Hz-300Hz 30Hz-300Hz

10Hz-55Hz@12dB 10Hz-55Hz@12dB 10Hz-55Hz@12dB 

0.1%

-95dBA

0.1%

-95dBA

0.1%

-95dBA

800 W RMS

560 W RMS

340 W RMS

1200 W RMS

870 W RMS

540 W RMS

1600 W RMS

1150 W RMS

700 W RMS

1 ohm mono.

Diamond Audio

Diamond Audio
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30A X 3 30A X 4 40A X 4

L x W x H (inches)

L x W x H (mm)

HX800.1D HX1200.1D HX1600.1D



This is for the 
ampli�er ground,
similar to battery.

Remote Bass 
ControlHX800.1D/1200.1D/1600.1D 

POWER/SIGNAL ENDPLATE

HX480.4/HX600.4 
POWER/SIGNAL ENDPLATE

PreAmp 
Out
Front/
Rear

DIAMOND HEX COMPLETE 5-CHANNEL SYSTEM 
HX480.4/HX600.4 (4-CH) & HX800.1D/1200.1D/1600.1D (1-CH)



  DIAMOND HEX  MONO 
BLOCK POWER/

SPEAKER ENDPLATE

DIAMOND HEX MONOBLOCK 
2 Amplifiers / 4 - Subwoofer (1   per amplifier)

HEAD UNIT 
(perferredly with 5V output)

ESC

VIEW

BANDSOURCE

AUDIO MUTE  FUNC  

TAG  

Subwoofer
Subwoofer

Subwoofer(2Ω)

Subwoofer(2Ω)

Front/Rear Pre-Outs 
from Headunit

RCA Y-Adaptor

RCA Y- Adaptor

Switched 12 V Out 
from Headunit

(Total Subwoofers per ampli�er = 1Ω load)

9. Connect the car subwoofers. Subwoofer impedance should never be less than 1 Ohms bridged(the mono blocks
    are stable into 1ohms.) For most applications 14 gauge wire is adequate for the subwoofer (up to 10 guage for 
    subwoofers).  For leads in excess of ten feet, 12 gauge wire is recommended. Strip the speaker wires 1/2” (12.7mm) 
    and insert into the speaker terminal block, then tighten the set screw to secure into place. When wiring the speakers, pay 
    careful attention to the polarity of the terminals on the speakers and make certain they correspond to the polarity on the 
    amplifier. DO NOT chassis ground any of the speaker leads as damage to the amplifier and/or speaker may result.

HX800.1D=45A
HX1200.1D=70A
HX1600.1D=125A

   HEX  MONO BLOCK 
POWER/SIGNAL ENDPLATE

(These are recommendations - Remember that fuses ONLY 
protect the vehicle...not the amplifier!!)



FUNCTIONS/FEATURES

HEX MONO BLOCK
POWER/SIGNAL ENDPLATE

PreAmp out 
SUB

HEAD UNIT 
(perferredly with 5V output)

ESC

VIEW

BANDSOURCE

AUDIO MUTE  FUNC  

TAG  

Switched 12 V Out 
from Headunit

Remote Bass 
Control

Subwoofer #2(4Ω)

Subwoofer #1(4Ω)

Subwoofer #3(4Ω)

Subwoofer #4(4Ω)

(Total Subwoofers per ampli�er = 1Ω load)

DIAMOND HEX MONOBLOCK 
1 - Amplifier / 4 - Subwoofer (1  ) 
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DIAMOND HEX MONOBLOCKS 
ALL HAVE SAME FEATURE SETS

ALL HEX AMPLIFERS ARE 2.02” HIGH (51.5MM) X 7.7” DEEP (195MM)

HX800.1D WIDTH - 9.92” (252MM)/ HX1200.1D - 14.25” (363MM) / HX1600.1D -15.8” (402MM) 

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF HX800.1D/HX1200.1D/HX1600.1D

(SEE ALL HEX MONOBLOCK LENGTHS BELOW)
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Sensitivity Adjustment (Input Gain) - This control matches the preamp stage of the Diamond Audio amplifier to your 
source unit.  This is NOT a volume or power control!   The range is between approximently 200mv (0.2V) and 5V

Power/OverLoad Protection System LED’s - These lights indicate when the amplifier is powered up normally 
and when there is a protection fault. The “OPS” LED is illuminated when there is a problem with your amplifier. Please contact your authorized 
Diamond Audio dealer or call our technical support.

1

9 Variable Phase - This control gives the installer a unique feature that allows the variable adjusment of phase 0-180 degrees to 
compensate for subwoofer placement.  Allowing the subwoofer to sound like it’s placed in the front of the vehicle instead of the trunk.

FUNCTIONS/FEATURES

Remote Level Control - HX800.1D/HX1200.1D/HX1600.1D amplifiers have this port for the remote level control 
(included). The control is intended to allow the user to control the level of gain up to the maximum adjustment level set on the amplifier. The 
control does not add additional boost, it only attenuates the setting that is fixed at the amplifier’s control panel.

5

Bass EQ - This control adjusts the frequency at which the Bass Boost is used at (see above).  Adjust this by ear to your taste and subwoofer
/enclosure tuning frequency.

7

LPF Crossover Adjustment - Use this adjustment to select the crossover point. Remember that you must select the Low 
Pass position (LPF) of the Crossover Selection Switch first. The range of adjustment is limited between 30-300 Hz.

4

11 Speaker Output Terminals - Connect your subwoofers to these terminal.  Make sure to connect Positive to Positive 
(+ to +) and Negative to Negative (- to -).  All Diamond Audio HEX mono blocks are stable into 1 ohm loads,  NOT 1/2 ohm!!!

Bass Boost - This control adds 0 to +18dB of boost at whatever frequency you have elected to boost at (see Bass EQ below).  Be careful 
as this adds boost , which increases power, which increase current draw. This can be considerable when using multiple Mono Blocks.  BE CAREFUL!!

Remote Bass 
Control

Front/Rear Pre-Outs 
from Headunit

DIAMOND HEX MONOBLOCK 
1 - Amplifier / 2 - Subwoofers (1  ) 
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Diamond Audio

   HEX  MONO BLOCK 
POWER/SIGNAL ENDPLATE



SInce these are subwoofer amplifers (MonoBlocks) the LPF (low Pass Filter) is always on in the Low Pass Filter mode, 
enabling frequencies below the cutoff point to pass. For a subwoofer system begin tuning with the frequency set between 
80Hz and 120Hz.  To adjust the gain setting, set the LPF to an aubitrary frequency, 80Hz is a good start.turn the amplifier 
gains all the way down (counterclockwise). 

If using a remote level control (All Diamond Audio HEX MonoBlocks come with it), plug the level control into the amplifier 
and turn it to the “MAX” position. Next turn the source unit(headunit) volume up to almost full volume (usually about 
2/3rds of the way up) or until the output starts to distort on an oscilloscope(or audible subwoofer distress for those without 
a scope).  This will be NEARLY full volume on most source units, perhaps one or two “clicks” down from maximum volume. 
Next, increase the amplifier gain setting until adequate volume is achieved, or until distortion is 
audible and then turn it down a bit until the distortion is inaudible.

NOTE: 
Ideal signal to noise and dynamic range are achieved with the gain at minimum. Most users find adequate gain and volume 
is achieved at less than halfway in the adjustment range. Avoid setting the amplifier gain very high as noise and distortion 
will increase significantly. REMEMBER that GAIN is gain, NOT power. There is NO “1/2 gain”, or “3/4 gain”!!!  For a 
more in depth level setting (gain adjustment) procedure, visit the Diamond Audio website.

The LPF crossover adjustment can now be fine tuned. Depending on vehicle, system configuration and taste there are 
thousands of possibilities. There is NO wrong frequency. It is up to your taste. But generally a lower crossover frequency 
(below 60Hz) will give you a tighter sound and crossing over higher (above 70 Hz) will be more robust, tubbier sounding. 
To each their own!!!  
After setting the input gain adjustment and crossover, you may choose to add a small amount of “Bass Boost” in the low 
frequency region. Remember that the Bass Boost/EQ filter feature will not fix a poorly designed subwoofer enclosure 
or subwoofers that didn’t sound good to begin with.

1. Make sure any bass EQ or low frequency equalization from the source unit is set to OFF or FLAT.

2. While playing the same musical selections used during the gain setting process, slowly increase the level of the Bass EQ.    
    You should be able to notice a obvious change between 0 and +18dB, especially if you have set the EQ below 50Hz. If  
    you do not notice much difference, then it will not serve any benefit to increase the boost further.

3. If the boost has audible benefits without adding appreciable distortion, find a level that suits your taste. Remember: it’s  
    much easier to construct the right subwoofer enclosure for your listening preferences than relying on a bass boost  
    control to do the job!

4. Adjust Variable Phase with someone turning that control knob while you listen in the driver’s position of the vehicle.  
    Play some music with vocals AND Bass. While turning the Variable Phase knob listen to the bass “move”. You want it 
    in the front of the car (as much as possible) and the most bass. That will be the correct position for that control.

MOUNTING

All Diamond Audio HEX amplifiers are designed with hidden mounting.  To accomplish this the front and rear alumimum 
covers are magnetically attached for easy access.  To start the installation/mounting process simply remove the back panel 
by pushing towards the rear and pulling up at the same time.  The front process is similar but push/pull towards the front 
and pull up as shown below.

Once the amplifier(s) is mounted input signal cables and speaker/power wires are connected, adjust the input levels and 
crossover settings (according to page 9)   After all the settings are done, THEN put the front and rear cosmetic covers back 
on.  As shown below. 

NOTE: These covers are both a friction fit as well as magnetic. There is a small “lip” on the front cover that clamps the 
front cover on tightly.  Sometimes it can be somewhat hard to remove.  Be careful, but forceful.

BACK COVER

FRONT COVER

MAGNETS

FRONT COVER

BACK COVER Mark Amplifier Mounting Holes:
Once the covers are removed, use a pencil 
and mark the mounting locations.  Both front 
and rear.  Once marked, drill 1/8” holes for 
the included mounting screws. (see below) 


